Most unsupervised anomaly ranking approaches are compatible with numeric data only, leading to categorical features often being ignored in practice. Even though some methods address this issue, few support mixed data and the influence of excluding or including categorical attributes has not been studied well yet. In this paper, we take a first step towards considering categorical and numeric attributes jointly for unsupervised anomaly ranking by benchmarking selected methods. We introduce three new approaches: two entropy-based methods based on individual and collective entropy contribution, as well as an extension of Isolation Forest supporting mixed data, and benchmark them against SPAD, a state-of-the-art probabilistic anomaly ranker. We observe that our entropy methods detect very similar anomalies in practice, and these anomalies are mostly globally isolated observations. Both entropy methods are also closely related to SPAD. Our empirical study additionally shows that categorical features can have high impact on anomaly ranking performance and thus should not be blindly ignored.
Introduction
Anomaly detection (also called outlier detection) consists in finding unexpected patterns in data. It is of primary importance in data mining because such exceptional patterns can represent errors or unusual behaviors. According to [5] , an outlier "appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of [...] data". This inconsistency can be representative of a phenomenon that is different from the one expected: "an outlier is an observation, which deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism" [14] . Moreover, this implies defining a sort of normal behavior in the first place and "finding patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior" [11] . Anomaly detection is useful in diverse contexts such as disease diagnostic, spam filtering, financial fraud and intrusion detection [11] . Due to its large applications, it is a widely studied topic. Detection algorithms
Anomaly detection (also called outlier detection) consists in finding unexpected patterns in data. It is of primary importance in data mining because such exceptional patterns can represent errors or unusual behaviors. According to [5] , an outlier "appears to be inconsistent with the remainder of [...] data". This inconsistency can be representative of a phenomenon that is different from the one expected: "an outlier is an observation, which deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism" [14] . Moreover, this implies defining a sort of normal behavior in the first place and "finding patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior" [11] . Anomaly detection is useful in diverse contexts such as disease diagnostic, spam filtering, financial fraud and intrusion detection [11] . Due to its large applications, it is a widely studied topic. Detection algorithms typically output binary labels (i.e. whether an observation is an anomaly or not) or continuous scores expressing abnormality. Moreover, this problem can be either supervised or unsupervised, depending on whether ground truth labels are available. The unsupervised setting is particularly frequent in anomaly detection, as acquiring labels is expensive and time-consuming, especially for anomalous examples which do -by definition -occur rarely. We address the problem of unsupervised anomaly ranking, as it is more general than anomaly detection. Instead of looking for the top anomalous data points, a score representing abnormality is assigned to every data point. This allows choosing decision thresholds corresponding to different anomaly rates, thus generalizing binary detection. As in data mining generally, different types of input data can be found in anomaly detection and ranking problems. Categorical (nominal), ordinal and continuous data types are classically distinguished [33] . In the rest of this paper, we only distinguish categorical from continuous attributes (binary and ordinal features can be converted to continuous in a straightforward manner) and refer to combinations where both types are present as mixed data. Although the vast majority of anomaly detection and ranking techniques support numeric data [11] , categorical attributes are often discarded as they are not trivially convertible to numeric values in a meaningful way. However such features can be quite informative and useful in anomaly detection tasks. Examples of such important categorical features include merchant id and category code in credit card fraud detection, IP addresses, ports and target resources in intrusion detection and location attributes (city, country) which are relevant to user behavior modeling in security applications. Hence we argue that both continuous and categorical attributes have to be taken into account. In this work, we propose to use discrete entropy for unsupervised outlier ranking, as it is suited for mixed data. Our approach is motivated by the underlying assumption that since entropy reflects the uncertainty or irregularity of an information source, anomalies should account for more entropy than normal observations. Isolation-based anomaly detection is another approach based on the assumption that because anomalies are "few and different", they can be separated from normal observations. The most popular method using this principle is Isolation Forest [25] , which provides state-of-the-art performance [13] . Although the original implementation only supports numeric attributes, we show how it can be straightforwardly extended to categorical and mixed data. Our contributions are summarized below:
• We propose two new entropy-based anomaly rankers using marginal and collective entropy contribution respectively and one extension of Isolation Forest. All our methods are suited for mixed attributes.
• We benchmark the 3 detectors mentioned above on real-life datasets. We compare them to existing methods in terms of performance and overlap of true positives in order to better understand their behavior.
• Within this benchmark, we attentively study the effect of including or excluding categorical features.
Our empirical study shows that our two entropy-based anomaly rankers are competitive with state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, an analysis of the overlap of highly anomalous records indicates that our entropy methods and the state-ofthe-art probabilistic method SPAD [3] detect very similar anomalies, which are mostly global (i.e. isolated from the rest of instances). Depending on the dataset and the anomaly ranker used, categorical features can have large influence on anomaly ranking which is why they should not be excluded by default. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly survey existing methods and relate them to our approach. In section 3 we present the details of our entropy-based anomaly detectors, then we describe our extension of Isolation Forest for categorical data in section 4. In section 5 we describe our experimental setup and discuss the obtained results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related work
Information theoretic anomaly detection. Entropy and related metrics from information theory have been used for anomaly problems, particularly in the domain of (network) intrusion detection [6, 15, 16, 23, 35] . It is usually assumed that anomalies are high entropy observations as they represent disorder among the normal data points. Entropy methods are closely related to minimum description length (MDL) based approaches. They use similar principles, except that entropy only models the optimal encoding length of the data while MDL methods compute the encoding length of a model and the encoding length of the data using this model. Both can be seen as compression-based approaches. In [15, 16] the authors present two entropy-based optimization anomaly detectors: Greedy and Local Search Algorithm (LSA), which find the top data points which induce maximum entropy reduction and label them as anomalies. One important limitation is that the number of anomalies must be provided as parameter. Automated Entropy Value Frequency (AEVF) [29] is an entropy-based outlier detection method using marginal entropy contribution and extending LSA by automatically determining the optimal number of anomalies. OMABAE [37] builds an entropy matrix based on the deviation from the mean for each feature then uses this matrix to compute entropies for each data point. Neither of the Greedy [16] , LSA [15] and AEVF [29] methods is suited for ranking as they address anomaly detection as a binary classification problem. Moreover, only numeric attributes are considered in their evaluation, as well as for OMABAE [37] which does not support categorical features. A compression-based method for anomaly detection using the MDL principle has been proposed in [32] , but it addresses one-class classification settings and is suited for categorical or binary data only. CompreX [1] is another example of MDL-based anomaly detector. It allows using mixed data, but evaluation has been performed on categorical and numeric datasets separately [1] and the method has prohibitive time complexity [3] .
Anomaly detection in mixed data: probabilistic methods and infrequent pattern mining. Probabilistic models and infrequent pattern mining consider observations with rare attributes (or attribute combinations) to be anomalies. Many methods based on this principle were developed for anomaly detection in categorical data. Unfortunately, the vast majority of them either address categorical data only [12, 22, 26, 28, 30] , making them unsuitable for mixed data, or tackle the problem of finding anomalies from a binary classification perspective instead of providing continuous scores allowing to rank observations [8, 17, 20-22, 27, 36] . One exception is SPAD (Simple Probabilistic Anomaly Detector) [3] , a naive Bayes probabilistic approach adapted to numerical, categorical and mixed data. Its authors claim it is competitive with other state-of-the-art methods (in particular CompreX [1] and Isolation Forest [25] ) while being significantly faster.
Mapping categorical attributes to numerical data. One other possibility to take into account categorical features is to convert them to numeric representations, on which classical anomaly detection and ranking methods can be used. [7] surveys and evaluates adaptations of distance measures for categorical data. ORCA [4] uses Euclidean distance for numeric features and Hamming distance for discrete features. However, binary classification setting is considered, thus no continuous scores are output. In [31] , nominal attributes are taken into account by converting them to numeric values, in the context of a network intrusion detection application, using one-hot coding or a PCA-like technique to represent categorical data. These are not anomaly detection/ranking techniques, but possible preprocessing methods to map categorical features to numeric representations. In [3] , Isolation Forest [25] is adapted to categorical data using one-hot coding, however their approach is unsuitable as it artificially increases the relative weight of categorical features (see detailed explanation in section 4).
Overall, very few native anomaly ranking techniques adapted for mixed data exist, because previous approaches either addressed categorical data only or considered anomaly detection as a binary classification problem. From this last perspective it is noteworthy that some methods do use continuous anomaly scores, however the evaluation is still conducted in a binary classification setting. We wish to bridge this gap by developing entropy-based methods for anomaly ranking in mixed data. The only state-of-the-art methods addressing our requirements are SPAD [3] and CompreX [1] . According to [3] , both perform similarly in terms of both anomaly detection with SPAD running significantly faster. Due to its appealing simplicity we will use SPAD as a baseline to evaluate our new methods.
Entropy-based anomaly rankers for mixed data
We present two new anomaly rankers for mixed data based on entropy. We first show how discrete entropy can be computed under the feature independence assumption, then proceed to present our two new entropy-based approaches: Individual Entropy (IndEnt) and continuous LSA (cLSA). IndEnt uses the marginal entropy contribution of each data point, which allows to compute anomaly scores in simple, parameter-free manner. Continuous LSA (cLSA) relies on collective entropy reduction and is an extension of the entropy-based Local Search Algorithm [15] outputting continuous anomaly scores. Hence the two methods are suited for anomaly ranking in mixed data. We choose to compare them as they are both based on entropy, while using different scopes (individual vs. collective) to compute entropy contributions (i.e. anomaly scores).
labels ← random, changed ← T rue random initialization with k anomalies and n-k normal observations 3: while changed do for n in normal observations do 6: entropy decrease normal ← ∅
7:
for a in anomalies do 8: delta ← entropy variation(X, n, a) variation of entropy obtained by swapping labels of n and a best swap anomaly ← argmax(entropy decrease normal) 15: swap labels(a,n) instance a is labeled as normal while n is marked as anomaly 16: changed ← T rue 17: end if return scores 24: end procedure
Shannon entropy
Initially proposed by Shannon, entropy quantifies the amount of information and uncertainty produced by a data source. More formally, the definition of entropy for a random variable X whose set of values is v(X) and with a probability function p is:
In the case where X is a multivariate vector of random variables (i.e. X = { X 1 , ..., X m }, where X i is a random variable whose set of possible values is v(X i )), the entropy is given by:
...
As in equation 1, this corresponds to the sum of −p(x) log(p(x)) where x is any possible combination of observable attribute values. In order to simplify the computation of entropy, it is common to assume that the random variables X i (representing the different features of observations) are independent. Under this assumption, the entropy can be simply computed as the sum of entropies of each feature. In this rest of this paper, the base 2 logarithm is used to compute entropies. For numeric features, we use discretization with equal-width bins. The number of bins is determined by the maximum of the Sturges and Freedman Diaconis estimators, which is expected to perform well for small and large number of samples [19] 
Individual Entropy classifier (IndEnt)
Our first entropy-based ranker is called IndEnt for Individual Entropy and computes the marginal entropy contribution of each observation among all observations. This contribution is then directly used as an anomaly score (the higher, the more anomalous):
where o is an observation and X the full dataset. The score assigned to each observation corresponds to the entropy reduction achieved by removing this observation from the full set of instances. This simple mechanism allows us to assign anomaly scores without having to specify any user-parameter.
Continuous LSA (cLSA)
Our second entropy-based ranker, continuous LSA (Local Search Algorithm), is an extension of the method proposed in [15] . Unlike IndEnt, LSA uses the collective entropy contribution of observations to find anomalies, while the former relies on the individual entropy contribution of each instance. As the original LSA implementation only outputs binary scores for observations (i.e. normal or anomalous), we propose an extension capable of assigning continuous scores, making it suitable for anomaly ranking. The detailed algorithm is presented in alg. 1. The idea of cLSA is to compute anomaly scores based on the average entropy reduction induced by swapping labels of observations. For instances labeled as normal, the score is equal to the average entropy decrease obtained by swapping the instance with an anomalous observation. The entropy decrease is averaged over all possible swaps. For instances labeled as anomalous, the score assigned represents the average entropy decrease obtained by swapping the instance with all normal observations. After convergence of the greedy algorithm, no more swap reducing the entropy of normal observations is possible by definition. Therefore, instances labeled as normal will have negative scores and observations marked as anomalous will be assigned positive scores.
Extending Isolation Forest for mixed data
In addition to our entropy-based anomaly rankers, we present an extension of Isolation Forest [25] for categorical attributes. This is motivated by the fact that Isolation Forest is a very effective and efficient anomaly ranker offering state-of-the-art performance on numeric data [13, 25] . Its underlying approach is isolation, a paradigm quite different from entropy and probabilistic perspectives: it assumes that anomalies are "few and different", thus they can be isolated from normal observations. Based on this principle binary decision trees are built from random splits on attribute values. Using an ensemble of such trees, path lengths of a target data point (i.e. path lengths to the corresponding node in each tree) can be computed and an anomaly score is then derived from the average path length, with shorter paths indicating easier isolation and thus higher anomaly degree. Isolation Forest has been adapted to categorical data in [3] , where the authors used one-hot coding, but this extension artificially increases the importance of such features, making it unsuitable in practice. We propose a simple and straightforward extension of Isolation Forest adapted to mixed data which does not suffer from the previous flaw -increasing the relative importance of categorical features in comparison to numeric features. When a feature is chosen at random to perform a split on it, its nature (numeric or categorical) is determined. If the feature is numeric, the regular split strategy is applied. If the feature is categorical, a split value is chosen at random among possible values. The left subtree is then constructed recursively with data points where the split feature is equal to the chosen value, the right subtree contains the remainder of data points. Our modified version of the original algorithm [25] to build isolation trees is presented in alg. 2.
Empirical study of the influence of categorical features on anomaly ranking
In this section, we study the influence of categorical features on our entropy-based anomaly detectors IndEnt and cLSA as well as on our extension of Isolation Forest. We compare them to state-of-the-art methods SPAD [3] and Isolation Forest [25] . We choose those classifiers for different reasons. SPAD is perhaps the simplest model for let Q be the list of attributes in X 6: randomly select an attribute q ∈ Q 7: if q is categorical then 8: random select a split value p in the domain of Q 9: 
end if 14: return inNode(Le f t ← iT ree(X l , e + 1, l), Right ← iT ree(X r , e + 1, l), S plitAtt ← q, S plitValue ← p) 15: end if 16: end procedure categorical anomaly ranking, yet on mixed its authors claim it is competitive with Isolation Forest [3] and other specific methods like CompreX [1] . Isolation Forest is a simple yet powerful model with state-of-the-art performance [13] . Finally, we also included the density-based approach Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [9] in our experiments. We included it to compare its detected anomalies -which can be seen as local anomalies -with our entropy methods. On the contrary, Isolation Forest will tend to detect anomalies characterized by their isolation from the rest of instances, i.e. global anomalies. Studying the overlap of anomalies retrieved with all methods while keeping these insights in mind will help us understand the nature of anomalies detected with IndEnt, cLSA and SPAD.
Datasets and experimental setup
We run our experiments on datasets commonly used for anomaly detection and ranking benchmarks. All datasets are available from the UCI machine learning repository [24] . For datasets already split in train and test sets we merged the two in order to obtain all observations. Table 1 describes the datasets in terms of number of features, proportion of categorical features, number of samples and anomaly rate, as well as how the existing classes were mapped to ground truth labels used in our experiments. Most datasets (4 out of 7) come from the medical domain, where the classification into classes "healthy" and "infected" provides a natural distinction between normal observations and anomalies. The kddcup99 dataset describes network intrusion, where anomalies are representing malicious behavior. Thus, the medical and security datasets rely on clear semantic definitions of normal/abnormal observations. The remaining two datasets (adult, credit) do not have such clear distinction. Here the majority class is considered to represent normal behavior, while the minority classes correspond to anomalies. We run several rankers (Isolation Forest, LOF, SPAD and the rankers presented in this paper) on all 7 datasets excluding and including categorical attributes (except for LOF). We expect that taking into account categorical features would make entropy methods and our extension of Isolation Forest more competitive compared to state-of-the-art methods. For each dataset we use 30 random draws, where each draw leaves out 10% of the total samples. Because our problem in fully unsupervised, we do not need separate train and test sets. As anomalies are assumed to be relatively rare, we use downsampling to reduce the anomaly rate to a maximum of 10% for datasets adult, credit, heartdisease and mammography. The choice of setting the anomaly proportion at 10% is arbitrary and studying the effects of the anomaly proportion parameter on ranking performance would require further analysis which is out of scope of this work. Following the procedure from [10] , we remove instances with missing values and discard features with more than 10% of missing values. We also scale numeric features to [0, 1] before applying the models. Binary attributes are converted to a numeric form. For LOF, the number of neighbors is set to 20, while we use 100 trees and 256 samples per tree for Isolation Forest, as suggested by its authors [25] . For entropy methods and SPAD, we discretize the numeric attributes by applying equal-width binning. The number of bins is determined by the maximum of the Sturges and Freedman Diaconis estimators, which is expected to perform well for small and large datasets [19] . We evaluate all classifiers according to the area under precision-recall curve (PR AUC) of the anomaly class and compute the Jaccard index to quantify the overlap of true positives for all ranker pairs.
Results and discussion
Performance of classifiers. Performance scores based on area under precision-recall curve (PR AUC) in figure 1 show that Isolation Forest performs best overall, confirming the results from [13] . IndEnt, SPAD and cLSA have very similar performance on all datasets (except on lymphography where adding categorical attributes leads to a significant performance drop for cLSA, which we will discuss later). It is not surprising that IndEnt and SPAD perform similarly as they rely on the same principles, i.e. assuming feature independence and using attribute value counts after discretization. The only differences are that SPAD uses add-one smoothed counts and IndEnt transforms the raw counts to entropy values. Furthermore, cLSA is also closely related to IndEnt as they both assume high entropy data points to be anomalous (although the entropy contribution of each observation is computed somewhat differently), and this too is reflected by the pairwise comparisons (4 ties, 2 cases where cLSA is superior and 1 case where IndEnt performs better).
Influence of categorical attributes. Figure 1 and table 2 show the performance difference of each classifier when adding categorical attributes. Overall, whether categorical features have an influence on anomaly ranking performance (measured in PR AUC points) largely depends on the dataset considered (see right column of table 2). This may simply indicate that categorical features are more or less informative (and more or less redundant w.r.t. already included numeric features) depending on the data considered. However what is more interesting in our opinion is that the influence of categorical features largely depends on the classifier used. For example on lymphography including categorical attributes increases the PR AUC score of Isolation Forest by around 14 points, but 33 or even 38 points for SPAD and IndEnt respectively. On the other extreme, cLSA loses 22 PR AUC points. On average, adding categorical The surprising behavior of categorical attributes in lymphography dataset. On the lymphography dataset, adding nominal attributes provoked an unexpected decrease of performance for the cLSA method (from 0.27 to 0.05 PR AUC), whereas with IndEnt and SPAD the PR AUC score increased very significantly. This result seems to be in contradiction with results on other datasets which suggested that IndEnt, cLSA and SPAD behaved similarly in terms of ranking. The lymphography dataset only contains 148 instances for 18 features, 6 of which are categorical. Thus one possible explanation for the performance drop of cLSA could be the Hughes phenomenon: given a fixed number of samples, the accuracy of a learner can increase then decrease with dimensionality [18] . Intuitively this is because observations become too sparse in feature space (i.e. there are too many features in comparison to the number of available observations). Learning algorithms can be affected differently by this phenomenon [2] . Our hypothesis is that cLSA is far more sensitive to this phenomenon than other detectors, thus collapsing when (too many) categorical features are added. In order to verify whether this is the case, we study the effect of the number of features on anomaly ranking performance. If cLSA suffers from the Hughes phenomenon, we would expect to observe a progressive decrease of its PR AUC score as the number of features increases. We run our anomaly rankers on the lymphography dataset in the same conditions as before. For each cross-validation set we draw 100 feature subspaces of size n at random for values of n from 1 to the maximal number of features. We perform this two times: first discarding categorical features and secondly including them. Thus we can see the evolution of PR AUC using 1 to 12 (without categorical attributes) or 1 to 18 (with categorical attributes) features. As shown in figure 2 , the performance of cLSA does decrease when the number of mixed features increases, however the same is not observed with numeric features only: in this case the PR AUC score first decreases slightly then increases up to around 0.25 with 12 features. With categorical attributes the inverse is observed, with a PR AUC score reaching around 0.05 with 18 features (and even with 12 features, it is already lower than 0.10). On the other hand, performance of other rankers is boosted by categorical features. Therefore one cannot argue that performance decrease is due to the (too high) number of features only, as the same is not observed in other feature subspaces. It is possible that some Hughes phenomenon occurs because categorical features are noisier than numeric ones, but the effect of this noise on anomaly ranking performance largely depends on the classifier used.
Conclusion
Although anomaly detection is a widely studied topic, few anomaly ranking models for mixed data have been proposed and the question of whether including categorical features does improve anomaly ranking had been left unanswered. In our study, we experimentally addressed this question by benchmarking several anomaly rankersincluding two new entropy-based methods and an extension if Isolation Forest -on public datasets including and excluding categorical attributes. First, from an anomaly ranking perspective, our experiments show that simple countbased models can be competitive with state-of-the-art approaches like Isolation Forest [25] on datasets with mixed features. We have also shown that our new entropy models behave very similarly to the probabilistic approach SPAD [3] in practice. Secondly, we have used Jaccard index to compare results of classifiers. This has shown that entropy methods tend to detect more global than local anomalies, and that anomalies detected in mixed data feature space differ from the ones found with numeric attributes only. We advocate the larger use of Jaccard index in anomaly ranking and classification in general to characterize and compare the results of different approaches. Lastly, the influence of categorical features largely depends on the dataset and on the classifier considered. More generally, categorical features can have huge effects on ranking performance and should not be discarded just because the method available at hand does not support them. Instead, one should first analyze if these features are informative and choose a classifier accordingly. One possible direction for future work could be to use presented methods on numeric data that would benefit from being handled as categorical, a typical example of which is fitness ranking for selection in bio-inspired optimization. More generally, a question left unanswered by this study is following: among classifiers suited for mixed data, do some take more advantage of numeric features only, categorical features only, or both? Nothing should hold us from conducting a similar benchmark to the one presented here with more classifiers, more and larger datasets. However it also raises a deeper question: is the distinction between numeric and categorical attributes as meaningful as we think? In the statistics community the classic typology containing nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio scales [33] has been criticized, pointing out that which operations are meaningful on a feature ultimately depends on the goal of the analysis one wishes to perform -a data type itself should not dictate which operations are allowed on a particular feature [34] . Even if data is the new oil, our idea of how to exploit it should always guide us first.
